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A B S T R A C T

Predicting Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) for a Multi-Airport System (MAS) is much more
challenging than for a single airport system because of complex air route structure, dense
air traffic volume and vagaries of traffic conditions in an MAS. In this work, we propose
a novel ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism to accurately predict medium-term ETA for a Multi-Airport
System (MAS), in which the prediction of travel time of an origin–destination (OD) pair
is decomposed into two stages, termed as out-MAS and in-MAS stages. For the out-MAS
stage, Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) is used to predict the travel time
of a flight to reach the MAS boundary. For the in-MAS stage, we construct new spatio-
temporal features based on clustering analysis of trajectory patterns facilitated by a novel
data-driven hybrid polar sampling method. A sequence-to-sequence prediction model, Multi-
variate Stacked Fully connected Bidirectional Long–Short Term Memory, is further developed
to achieve multi-step-ahead predictions of in-MAS travel time for each trajectory pattern using
the spatio-temporal features as input. Finally, the medium-term ETA prediction for an MAS is
achieved by integrating the out-MAS and in-MAS prediction with the help of trajectory pattern
prediction via random forest. A case study of predicting medium-term ETA for a typical MAS
in China, Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macao Greater Bay Area, is conducted to demonstrate the
usage and promising performance of the proposed method in comparison to several commonly
used end-to-end learning methods.

1. Introduction

With developments of flight tracking technologies, like ADS-B trackers and GPS, tremendous real-time 4D trajectory data of
flights (including latitude, longitude, altitude, and time stamp) prompts advanced traffic analysis methods in the new generation
of Intelligent Air Transportation Systems (IATS). Among various traffic analysis research, estimated time of arrival (ETA), usually
defined as when the flight touches down on the runway, is selected as one of the critical criteria in evaluating air transportation
system performance by the International Civil Aviation Organization (Ma et al., 2022). The accurate ETA prediction is important to
alleviate airport delays and provide insights and facts on air traffic flow management to air transportation authorities. Airlines and
airports consider ETA as the essential parameter in flight recovery and runway configuration managements (Zhu et al., 2018). In
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Fig. 1. Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macao Greater Bay Area (GHM-GBA).

addition, passengers also can increase their satisfaction and travel experience with accurate ETA information (Ayhan et al., 2018;
Jie et al., 2019).

According to the time scale, prediction problems can separate into short-term and medium-term predictions (Hou and Li, 2016).
Because short-term prediction is defined as a short period within an hour or even shorter, it provides evidence to tactical strategies,
like trajectory sequencing improvements near airports (Ma et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2018). On the other hand, medium-term
prediction that consists of a few hours usually assists in developing strategic management. For example, this kind of prediction
before departure based on the flight plan is mostly used in flight recovery, fuel consumption, and traffic flow evaluation (Wang
et al., 2018). Specifically, to balance the cost and benefits in solving delay problems, an accurate medium-term ETA provides more
time and evidence about either deciding to cancel the flight or to substitute the delayed flight. However, compared with short-
term predictions, medium-term prediction errors are relatively large (Zhang et al., 2022) since a longer time horizon results in the
accumulation of prediction errors and uncertainties from the historical data.

For the single airport system, medium-term ETA prediction contains the flight’s travel time in the entire flight procedure, which
mainly contains the origin airport’s terminal maneuvering area (TMA) with take-off and climb, en-route with high-altitude cruise
and the destination airport’s TMA with decent and landing. As another typical airport system, the multi-airport system (MAS) is
defined as a group of two or more adjacent airports whose arrival and departure operations are highly interdependent (Atkins et al.,
2011; De Neufville, 1995; Bonnefoy, 2008). Compared with the single airport system, the spatial proximity of MAS airports results
in a shared TMA, in which the TMA of each airport interacts and overlaps with each other (Sidiropoulos et al., 2018). As a result,
the flight to the MAS experiences from the TMA to en-route, then through the shared TMA to the MAS destination airport; in such,
flight’s travel time in the shared TMA has a larger variance than any other parts. One of the reasons is that shared TMAs contain a
dense traffic volume. Operational interdependency among airports and limited capacity in MAS’ shared TMAs result in more complex
and dynamic route structures. Meanwhile, airport operations, coupling effects, and convective weather mainly cause real-time flight
trajectories in shared TMAs to be vectored off to the original standard approach and departure procedures (Jie et al., 2019). For
instance, standard arrival routes (STARs) are usually used to guide the flight from its TMA entering location to the runway. However,
controllers’ suggestions always result in the actual trajectory with possible deviation. In recent MAS studies, researchers proposed
several ways to analyze the characteristics of air traffic networks and airport management in the MAS to alleviate uncertainties
from trajectories (Murça and Hansman, 2019; Murça et al., 2018; Ren and Li, 2018; Ramanujam and Balakrishnan, 2009; Wang
and Zhang, 2021). Human interventions in previous research limit the generalities of their methods. In addition, prior research in
trajectory analysis of ETA predictions is mainly based on single airport systems under the short-term time scale (Wang et al., 2017,
2018; Jie et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020b; Ma et al., 2022). However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no related studies to
focus on medium-term ETA predictions in MAS and analyze how to embed uncertainties of trajectories and traffic conditions in the
shared TMAs to MAS ETA prediction accuracy.

We propose a novel ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism to the MAS to fill the research gap of medium-term ETA predictions and alleviate
the uncertainties of deviation between actual trajectories and STARs in the shared TMA. In the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, the MAS is
treated as a bubble, and the prediction task is decomposed into two sub-tasks separately carried out outside bubble (the out-MAS
prediction) and inside bubble (the in-MAS prediction), as interpreted in the case study of GHM-GBA in Fig. 1(b). For the outside
bubble, the out-MAS prediction predicts travel time between the flight’s wheel-off time and when the aircraft crosses the margin
of MAS’s shared TMAs (this is also the flight’s entering location of the shared TMA). The in-MAS prediction forecasts the travel
time between the entering location of the flight and the wheel-on time (this is also the flight’s actual arrival time when it touches
2
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down on the runway). For out-MAS travel time prediction, which is more regular and steady than in-MAS, ARIMA is applied to
efficiently predict with satisfactory accuracy using only temporal information. It is insufficient to realize accurate in-MAS prediction
with only temporal information within the MAS bubble. To cope with the complexity and uncertainties of trajectories of an MAS,
we construct new spatio-temporal features by considering the MAS’s network effects based on trajectory pattern clustering. To
improve the generalities of trajectory sampling methods and abilities of trajectory description in prior research, a novel data-driven
hybrid polar sampling method is initiated without human interventions by considering various turning points in 4D trajectories.
To achieve multi-step-ahead predictions of in-MAS travel time, we further develop a sequence-to-sequence prediction model, Multi-
variate Stacked Fully-connected Bidirectional Long–Short Term Memory (MSB-LSTM). Finally, the medium-term ETA prediction for
an MAS is achieved by integrating the out-MAS and in-MAS prediction with the help of trajectory pattern prediction via random
forest. In Section 3.1, we provide more details about the design rationale of the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism based on the analysis of traffic
characteristics of out-MAS and in-MAS stages.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are listed below:

1. Medium-term ETA prediction in MAS as the new issue in air transportation has been first solved in this work.
2. A novel prediction framework, ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, is designed to accurately predict the medium-term ETA of flights to an

MAS. By using the bubble, uncertainties of trajectories and network effects in shared TMAs of MAS have been first time studied
in medium-term ETA predictions.

3. A data-driven hybrid polar sampling method (using concentric circles from three different aspects to sample points from 4D
flight trajectory) is developed to capture spatio-temporal characteristics of the MAS network and standardize flight trajectory
data in clustering analysis. Our work is the first to consider flight behaviors in trajectory sampling and clustering analysis.
Compared to previous sampling methods, the proposed sampling method is more automatic without constraints of airports
and runway configurations (Wang et al., 2017, 2018, 2020b).

4. We select a typical MAS in China, the Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macao Greater Bay Area (GHM-GBA) in Fig. 1(a), as the
case study in our work. Two types of comparative experiments are conducted. Firstly, to verify the importance of trajectory
analysis in the shared TMAs, comparisons with end-to-end ETA predictions are provided to demonstrate the implementation
and performance of the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism. Secondly, we demonstrate how network effects in the MAS affect
medium-term ETA predictions through comparative experiments with models without MAS analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature in the fields of estimated time of arrival
redictions in air transportation and trajectory pattern study. Section 3 presents the proposed bubble mechanism and elaborates
ts design rationale and workflow in details. The GHM-GBA case study and comparative experiments are exhibited in Section 4.
ection 5 concludes this paper.

. Literature review

.1. Estimated time of arrival predictions in air transportation

As important indexes in transportation systems, ETA and travel time have been studied in urban and air transportation by
bundant research.

Instead of ETA in air transportation, travel time as another representation has been paid extensive attention to urban
ransportation. Based on different road types, previous work typically separate into expressways (Chen et al., 2022; Zheng et al.,
020; Li and Chen, 2014; Dion and Rakha, 2006), roads in cities (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2015; Zahid Reza and Pulugurtha, 2019),
nd mixed structures of road sections (Petersen et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2022). However, the fixed structure of road types ignores
iverse spatial information among vehicles in the same road section. Later, researchers proposed travel time predictions based on
ourneys. Current studies on journey travel time predictions mainly focus on forecasting transit time for vehicles’ routes. Based
n road segments in the route, previous work predicted travel time for each part and accumulated them together to compute
he entire journey travel time (He et al., 2019, 2020). There has been much work using freeway traffic data (Wu et al., 2004;
nnamaa, 2005), country highway data (Jang, 2016), and roadway data (Salamanis et al., 2016; Billings and Yang, 2006; Jenelius
nd Koutsopoulos, 2013). However, those published travel time prediction has tremendous diversities in problems and properties
n air transportation. One major difference is that road structures in urban transportation limit existing of diverse route networks of
ehicles. For instance, buses must follow bus lines, and cars follow urban road structures. Therefore, deterministic spatial information
n urban transportation causes fewer uncertainties of vehicle trajectories in travel time predictions. Nevertheless, especially in TMA,
nlike defined roads in urban transportation, airport operations or air traffic control cause trajectories vectored off initial flight
lans (Ma et al., 2022; Jie et al., 2019). Uncertainties of trajectories and dynamic flight routes cause spatial dependencies confronting
ore challenges in air transportation prediction problems. Therefore, travel time prediction frameworks in urban transportation

annot be properly applied to air transportation.
In air transportation, existing research in ETA predictions can be divided into model-based and data-driven methods. Based on

hese two main categories, we further summarized related previous work in terms of types of methods, research topics, and airport
roperties in Table 1.

In Table 1, two main categories of ETA predictions, model-based and data-driven category, are further divided into three groups
ased on airport system, time scopes in predictions, and research targets. The first group illustrates previous work that used model-
ased methods only focused on short-term ETA predictions for single airport systems. They mainly studied ETA predictions of the
3
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Table 1
Summary of previous research on ETA predictions in air transportation.

Reference Method type Airport system Time scope Prediction target

Model-based Data-driven Single airport MAS Medium-term Short-term En-route TMA

Bai et al. (2016), Mueller et al.
(2002), Krozel et al. (1999), Levy
and Rappaport (2007), Wang
et al. (2004), Huang et al.
(2007), Roy et al. (2006), Wei
et al. (2015)

✓ – ✓ – – ✓ – ✓

Glina et al. (2012), Hong and Lee
(2015), Wang et al. (2017, 2018),
Jie et al. (2019), Wang et al.
(2020b), Ma et al. (2022)

– ✓ ✓ – – ✓ – ✓

Strottmann Kern et al. (2015),
Takács (2014), Zhu et al. (2018),
Ayhan et al. (2018)

– ✓ ✓ – ✓ – ✓ –

our work: ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism – ✓ – ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓

Table 2
Summary of previous research on data-driven methods of ETA predictions in air transportation.

Reference Prediction model Endogenous features External factors

Temporal
dependencies

Spatial
dependencies

Dynamic
Spatial
dependencies

Traffic
conditions

Weather
conditions

Trajectory
analysis

Flow Pattern
uncertainties

Network
effects

Glina et al. (2012) Tree-based – ✓ – – ✓ – – –
Strottmann Kern
et al. (2015), Takács
(2014)

Tree-base,Ensemble ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ – – –

Zhu et al. (2018) NN,Lasso,Ensemble ✓ ✓ – – ✓ – – –
Ayhan et al. (2018) LSTM,Linear,Non-

linear,Ensemble
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ – –

Wang et al. (2017,
2018, 2020b)

NN ✓ ✓ ✓ – – ✓ ✓ –

Jie et al. (2019) spatio-temporal model ✓ – – – ✓ – – –
Ma et al. (2022),
Hong and Lee (2015)

Bi-LSTM,Linear ✓ ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ –

our work ARIMA+seq2seq Bi-LSTM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

flight inside the TMA. In the data-driven category, two sub-groups are described. The first partition in the data-driven category
focused on short-term ETA predictions in single airports’ TMAs. Most of the prior research in this partition tried to use trajectory
analysis to alleviate uncertainties in TMA for ETA predictions. The second partition focused on medium-term ETA predictions in a
single airport system. They usually studied the travel time of the flight before departure based on the flight plan from a strategic
view.

For the model-based category in Table 1, ETA predictions usually forecast the flight ETA by considering aircraft performance,
hysical motions, and parametric trajectory models (Bai et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 2002; Krozel et al., 1999; Levy and Rappaport,
007; Wang et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2015). Most of the previous work in this category first solved
TA predictions by computing possible trajectories of the flight using known parameters of aircraft performance and physical models
ith assumptions. Next, travel time can be computed using motion equations for computed trajectory points. Bai et al. compared

wo approaches to ETA predictions at downstream points of flights based on 4D trajectory generations (Bai et al., 2016). Jimmy et al.
onsidered convective weather conditions and aircraft dynamic limits to solve ETA predictions (Krozel et al., 1999). In addition,
ang et al. considered a mathematical model with discrete event simulations to investigate miles-in-trail delays for flights (Wang

t al., 2004). Some of them also consider stochastic motions of trajectories based on discrete time. For instance, Wei et al. proposed a
tate-dependent transition hybrid estimation algorithm by considering the descent stage of flights into discrete versions (Wei et al.,
015). Roy et al. also used discrete-time hybrid models and proposed combined multiple models for flight tracking (Roy et al.,
006). However, with ideal assumptions of flight trajectory models and airspace conditions, those computed trajectory points can
e far diverse from actual trajectories (Bai et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 2002; Krozel et al., 1999; Levy and Rappaport, 2007; Wang
t al., 2004). In this way, if any assumption is failed, the predicted ETA of flights will be unreliable (Ayhan et al., 2018). Moreover,
n reality, besides aircraft performance and physical motions of flights, the time of arrival is always affected by other factors, like
eather conditions, air traffic management, airport operations, and traffic network effects in TMA.

With the development of data-driven methods, machine learning and neural networks provide chances to researchers to initiate
rediction models learning from history with fewer assumptions in reality. Compared with model-based methods in ETA predictions,
esearchers usually propose systematic prediction frameworks by considering diverse data types, like general flight information,
eather conditions, and air traffic data. Based on prediction targets, previous work using data-driven methods can be divided into
MA ETA predictions (Glina et al., 2012; Hong and Lee, 2015; Wang et al., 2017, 2018; Jie et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020b,a; Ma
4

t al., 2022) and en-route ETA predictions (Strottmann Kern et al., 2015; Takács, 2014; Zhu et al., 2018; Ayhan et al., 2018), as
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shown in Table 1. In addition, we also categorized prior research in data-driven ETA predictions in Table 2 from prediction models
they used and different features they considered in their work to distinguish with our proposed prediction framework. As shown in
Table 2, we consider features that have been used from endogenous and external aspects. In endogenous features, previous research
is divided into three groups in terms of temporal dependencies, spatial dependencies, and dynamic dependencies. Specifically, spatial
dependencies mainly describe features considering traffic networks and flight route structures, and dynamic spatial dependencies
stand for that changes in flight trajectories have been included. For external factors, we group prior research from five different
data types in Table 2. Notice that, we use traffic conditions to stand for related traffic states used in features, like traffic flow. In
addition, trajectory analysis consists of studies from either point-wise analysis or route-based analysis.

In TMA ETA predictions, previous work tried to propose prediction models to forecast the time of runway arrival from the entry
oint of the flight. For example, Glina et al. proposed quantile regression forests to predicate ETA for individual flights based on
he distances between locations in TMA to the airport and generated conditional probability distribution for the ETA (Glina et al.,
012). Their work mainly focused on correlations between flight tracking information from spatial dependencies in flight routes
nd ETA. In addition, weather and runway utilization also had been considered. However, spatial dependencies in the TMA and
emporal dependencies behind traffic conditions are ignored.

As unique properties in TMA, various entry points and flight operations result in flight flow from different directions interacting
ith each other and merging based on runway configuration selections (Ma et al., 2022). In addition, high traffic volume in the

imited airspace always affects trajectories vector off standard procedures (Hong and Lee, 2015). To solve this challenge in TMA ETA
redictions, researchers have paid extensive attention to ETA predictions with 4D trajectory analysis. In their work, Trivedi et al.
emonstrated that some machine learning clustering methods could significantly improve ETA predictions (Trivedi et al., 2015).
ased on these findings, the trend of the prediction framework started to combine clustering into ETA predictions to consider
ynamic spatial information and uncertainties caused by trajectories (Hong and Lee, 2015; Wang et al., 2017, 2018, 2020b,a; Ma
t al., 2022).

Hong et al. proposed trajectory clustering with dynamic time wrapping in their ETA prediction framework. For each clustered
ajor trajectory pattern, they predicted the flight’s ETA from the entry point of TMA (Hong and Lee, 2015). Unfortunately, only

lights from the same entry point were considered in their work. In addition, only considering trajectory points from the temporal
spect has a great chance of missing important merging points and turning arc of flight trajectories because sampling trajectory
oints from time scale cannot capture flight behavior information.

Wang proposed a series of work considering more details in trajectory clustering (Wang et al., 2017, 2018, 2020b). In the
irst version of their work (Wang et al., 2017, 2018), they sampled flight trajectories based on their defined reference points, like
he corner of the TMA or some reference points of the airport. For each trajectory, they sampled trajectories using concentric
ircles and provided features of distance and angular position of sampling points respected to those defined references. However,
his kind of sampling method and feature engineering highly depends on human-defined references, which limits the generality
f their methods. Moreover, sampling trajectory using concentric circles still loses important flight behavior information. For ETA
redictions, they proposed fully connected neural networks for each clustered trajectory using DBSCAN without considering spatio-
emporal dependencies. In their second version, Flights were clustered based on different runway-in-use. As a result, as long as
lights land on the same runway, they are clustered into the same partition no matter where the flight enters the TMA and in
hich direction the flight merges to the runway (Wang et al., 2020b). In the end, the ensemble learning technique was used in
TA predictions. As shown in Table 2, they only provided general flight information, like the location and heading direction of the
light, as their features in ETA predictions. Related traffic conditions, weather information, and network effects were ignored.

Compared to TMA ETA predictions, there are few works on en-route ETA predictions in the data-driven category (Strottmann Kern
t al., 2015; Takács, 2014; Zhu et al., 2018; Ayhan et al., 2018), as shown in Table 1. Because en-route ETA prediction is usually
efore the flight’s actual departure, this medium-term ETA prediction confronts more uncertainties than short-term predictions. In
heir work, Takacs et al. spent effort on feature engineering and extracted 56 features from traffic data (Takács, 2014). Their methods
onsisted of six sequential stages of ridge regression and gradient boosting machine. Kern et al. tried to improve ETA prediction
ccuracy by iteratively adding features to the model (Strottmann Kern et al., 2015). The combination of flight information, weather
ata, and air traffic data was applied to the random forecast. However, information on departure routes had been ignored. Moreover,
onvective weather conditions also had been paid extensive attention (Zhu et al., 2018). However, dynamic spatial dependencies
aused by flight trajectories had been ignored in those works, as shown in Table 2. In Ayhan’s work, they collected richer features
ased on 3D grid trajectory points, and trajectory analysis was used to analyze changes and uncertainties behind the flight trajectory.
bundant regression models were applied for ETA prediction of commercial flights in Spain Ayhan et al. (2018). In their dataset,
daptive boosting and gradient boosting perform better than others. Even though some of the OD pair consists of MAS, they did not
onsider traffic network effects and specific analysis of spatial dependencies behind the MAS and ignored uncertainties of trajectories
n the shared TMAs.

In summary, compared to previous work in air transportation ETA predictions, the proposed framework in this work, the ‘‘Bubble’’
echanism, is distinguished from others with the following aspects:

1. ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism is the first prediction framework that solves medium-term ETA prediction to the MAS by considering
network effects and uncertainties of trajectories in the shared TMA, as shown in Table 1.

2. Without using flight plans and costly feature engineering of each point along the flight routes in previous work, our approach
provides a more cost-effective option based on the different complexities of flight procedures. Even though traffic conditions
and trajectory in the shared TMA are unknown before departure, our approach can still capture details in MAS over multiple
time steps by first using seq2seq framework in MAS ETA predictions, as shown in Table 2.
5
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Table 3
Summary of previous research on trajectory pattern analysis of ETA predictions in air transportation.

Reference Trajectory sampling External features in trajectory description

Temporal aspect Spatial aspect Flight behaviors Human
intervention

Entry
locations

Landing
locations

Turning Arcs

Hong and Lee
(2015)

✓ – – – – – –

Wang et al.
(2017, 2018),
Ma et al. (2022)

– ✓ – ✓ – – –

Wang et al.
(2020b)

– ✓ – – – ✓ –

our work ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3. Compared with previous work, trajectory analysis and traffic flow patterns have been first analyzed in MAS medium-term
ETA predictions. In addition, we embed the temporal portion of air routes in shared TMAs for each clustered pattern as MAS
network effects in features.

4. Compared to previous trajectory analysis in TMA ETA predictions, our proposed sampling method and trajectory description
approach consider more details of flight behaviors, like turning points, entry, and merging points. The approach also does not
involve human intervention and constraints of airports or specific runway configurations.

To further demonstrate the fourth aspect mentioned above, we provide a literature review of trajectory flow pattern analysis in
he next section.

.2. Trajectory pattern study

Trajectory pattern clustering methods have been extensively used in air transportation research. Gariel et al. developed a
ramework to monitor airspace based on a density-based clustering method by learning typical patterns of flight trajectories and
sed principal component analysis (PCA) for dimension reduction (Gariel et al., 2011). Murca et al. also developed a framework
or traffic flow patterns identification, characterization, and prediction, based on a density-based trajectory clustering scheme, to
atch new flight trajectories with the airspace structure identified in the previous module (Murça et al., 2018). In their work,
yhan et al. proposed a Divide-Cluster-Merge framework to divide the flight based on three main phases, i.e., climb, en-route and
escent (Ayhan and Samet, 2015). From the domain knowledge, different properties and motivations of phases result in different
unctional trajectories. To cluster the entire trajectory, they separately clustered 3D points in each phase using K-means, then
erged centroids of clusters in three phases. Compared with Stefan and Ayhan (Ayhan and Samet, 2015; Stefan et al., 2012), to

ntroduce effects from the complex air traffic networks and alleviate workloads of analyzing each trajectory point to provide spatial
nformation, we use the ‘‘Divide and Conquer’’ from the geographical aspect to provide spatial information of the region-based traffic
etworks. However, that mentioned literature did not aim to solve ETA predictions using trajectory pattern analysis. In addition,
one of those references considered flight behaviors in detail in their trajectory clustering.

Trajectory pattern analysis can help extract traffic conditions and route network structure information to facilitate ETA
redictions. Trajectory patterns in the TMA of multi-airport systems reflect recurrent utilization patterns of airspace (Murça and
ansman, 2019; Gariel et al., 2011). Identification of the trajectory patterns characterizes specific situations of air routes. Spatial

nformation extracted from trajectory patterns can be used to construct features to represent the capacity of each airspace and play
central role in predicting ETA. We summarize related previous work on TMA ETA predictions by considering trajectory analysis

n their prediction frameworks in terms of trajectory sampling methods they used and external features they proposed in trajectory
escription, as shown in Table 3. In the trajectory sampling category, prior research is divided into groups based on the temporal
spect, the spatial aspect, and flight behaviors. For the external features category, our work is distinguished from those works in
he following aspects: (1) human intervention stands for human-defined references used in trajectory description; (2) entry and
anding locations indicate starting and ending points of the flight trajectory in TMA; (3) turning arcs describe features in trajectory
escription that consist of turning behaviors of flights.

For the ETA prediction, the primary purpose of trajectory clustering is to recognize vectoring trajectory patterns (Hong and Lee,
015), so the spatial shape of the flight trajectory is more important than general information along the air route. As the first group
n Table 3, Hong et al. sampled trajectories from the entry fix in TMA from the temporal aspect, which means trajectory points are
ampled based on defined time duration. As a result, a tiny misalignment in time may cause a far distance between flights due to
ifferent flight speeds. To tackle this issue, they used dynamic time warping (DTW) to compute distances between sampled flight
rajectories. However, this sampling method from temporal aspects requires flights that have similar transit times and from fixed
ntry locations. Therefore, such a combination is inappropriate for TMA trajectory analysis; in this approach, the defined sample
requency based on time duration may result in missing information for the flight with longer transit time. In addition, if the point
erge system is applied in airport operation, only considering temporal aspects in the sampling method cannot describe the spatial

hape of the turning arcs in the flight trajectory.
To address mentioned issues in the temporal sampling method and DTW, Wang et al. proposed a series of works by considering
6

patial sampling methods and describing trajectories with human-defined referenced points (Wang et al., 2017, 2018), as shown
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Fig. 2. out-MAS and in-MAS stages in the example of the MAS of GHM-GBA.

Table 4
The comparison of travel time in different stages.

The OD Pair ZBAA-ZGSZ ZBAA-ZGGG ZBAA-VHHH

Mean(min) STD(min) CV Mean(min) STD(min) CV Mean(min) STD(min) CV

The Entire Journey 170.65 10.53 6.17% 160.00 10.90 6.81% 185.90 11.12 5.98%
out-MAS 130.30 5.84 4.48% 129.80 6.10 4.69% 132.22 5.23 3.95%
in-MAS 40.35 8.71 21.6% 30.57 8.78 28.7% 53.70 10.37 19.3%

in Table 3. In their work, they used concentric circles to sample flight trajectories, then provided features in trajectory description
by computing distance and angular information concerning reference points. Finally, DBSCAN was used to compute the distance
between sampled trajectories. Ma et al. (2022) also used this framework in their work to analyze flight trajectories. However, human
intervention limits the generality of their methods; in such an approach, human-defined reference points lack interpretations and
cannot be duplicated in other airport systems. Later, Wang et al. proposed another work using the idea of runway-in-use to sample
flight trajectories (Wang et al., 2020b). Even though it alleviates the issue of generality, only using landing locations in trajectory
description confronts the same issue as the temporal sampling method. If the point merge system is applied, features of the shape
of turning arcs and sequence legs are still missed.

As shown in Table 3, the proposed hybrid polar sampling method addresses those mentioned issues and is distinguished from
previous work with the following points: 1) to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to consider flight behaviors in flight
trajectory sampling, which consists of features related to sequence legs and turning arcs used in point merge systems; 2) without
any human interventions, the proposed trajectory analysis framework is more automatic than previous work.

3. Methodology

3.1. ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism

In this section, we will first illustrate the design rationale of the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism based on the analysis of the traffic
characteristics of out-MAS and in-MAS stages using 4D trajectory historical data. The detailed workflow of the proposed bubble
mechanism will be presented afterwards.

3.1.1. Design rationale of bubble mechanism
The Bubble mechanism can be viewed as a ‘‘Divide and Conquer’’ technique and is proposed to cope with the two difficulties arose

in the prediction of medium-term ETA to an MAS mentioned in Section 1, i.e., medium-term prediction horizon and complexities
of the MAS.

The flight procedures of the OD pairs to an MAS can be partitioned into two stages: out-MAS and in-MAS stages, as shown in
the example of those OD pairs to the MAS of GHM-GBA in Fig. 2. The out-MAS stage contains approach departure and en-route
section outside an MAS and the in-MAS stage corresponds to approach arrival inside an MAS. In common practice, there is no need
for holding in approach departure and relatively sparse traffic volume at a cruising altitude in en-route section, which results in
more regular air routes and flight patterns as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, because of dense traffic volume and complex air route
structure in an MAS, approach arrival of an airport in an MAS requires dynamic and diverse flight patterns in the in-MAS stage.
Therefore, the traffic situation in the out-MAS stage is much more regular and predictable than the one in the in-MAS stage.

This property can be further verified using historical trajectory data of several typical OD pairs as shown in Table 4, which lists
the mean and standard deviation of the travel times in both out-MAS and in-MAS stages in minutes. To further demonstrate the
property and variations of travel time in different segments, we compute Coefficient of Variance (CV) for each OD pair in Table 4.
It can be observed, the mean travel time of in-MAS stage is much shorter than the one of out-MAS stage, but the variance of in-MAS
7
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Fig. 3. Three main components of the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism.

tage is much higher than the one of out-MAS stage. For instance, although the travel time of in-MAS stage only accounts for less
han 25% of the entire journey of ZBAA-ZGSZ, the standard deviation (STD) is almost 1.5 times the one in out-MAS stage. It becomes
ore obvious in ZBAA-VHHH, in which the in-MAS STD is almost 2 times the out-MAS STD. Therefore, the out-MAS stage is much
ore predictable than the in-MAS stage.

The property identified above enables the Bubble mechanism proposed here to achieve both accuracy and efficiency. The so-called
‘Bubble’’ separates an MAS from its outside airspace as shown in Fig. 1(b) and decomposes the prediction of medium-term ETA into
wo stages, out-MAS and in-MAS stages. Since the traffic situation in the out-MAS stage is much more regular and predictable, a
lassical prediction model, such as ARIMA, is sufficient enough to efficiently and accurately predict the out-MAS travel time. Then,
e can focus on the complexities of an MAS and develop a sophisticated model to accurately predict the in-MAS travel time. The
erformance of the proposed Bubble mechanism in comparison to some commonly used end-to-end learning methods can be found
n the experimental results in Section 4.

.1.2. Workflows of bubble mechanism
The proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism contains three main components, out-MAS prediction, in-MAS prediction and trajectory

attern prediction, as sketched in Fig. 3. The out-MAS prediction outputs the prediction of the flight travel time outside MAS
nd the time reaching the MAS boundary. The in-MAS prediction generates flight trajectory patterns and makes a multi-step-ahead
rediction of travel time for each trajectory pattern inside MAS. The trajectory pattern prediction forecasts the selected trajectory
attern and integrates it with the outputs from the other two components to produce the medium-term ETA prediction.

The detailed workflow of the Bubble mechanism inside the three components can be found in Fig. 4. In the out-MAS prediction,
ue to the small variance of travel time in the out-MAS mentioned above, temporal information will be sufficient for a good
rediction and ARIMA can be used to efficiently and accurately make the out-MAS travel time prediction. In the in-MAS prediction,
ince flight patterns in an MAS is much more dynamic and diverse than the ones outside an MAS, to enhance the prediction accuracy,
e construct new spatio-temporal features based on clustering analysis of trajectory patterns facilitated by a novel data-driven hybrid
olar sampling method, which standardizes and resamples the trajectory tracking data using both turning-point-based and uniform
olar sampling. A sequence-to-sequence prediction model, Multi-variate Stacked Fully connected Bidirectional Long-Short Term
emory, is further developed to achieve multi-step-ahead predictions of in-MAS travel time for each trajectory pattern using the

patio-temporal features as input. Finally, the medium-term ETA prediction for an MAS is achieved by integrating the out-MAS and
n-MAS prediction with the help of trajectory pattern prediction via random forest.

.2. out-MAS prediction: ARIMA

ARIMA is a widely used time series model and capable of capturing temporal characteristics of relatively steady and regular
raffic in the out-MAS stage as shown in the experimental results below. A time series of the average travel time of the OD pair
8
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ersus flight departure time {𝑥𝑡} is accordingly constructed using historical 4D trajectories, where 𝑥𝑡 represents the average en-route
travel time of flights 𝑓 the OD pair departing in the 𝑡th time segment. For the configuration and the training process of ARIMA in
his study, we provide details in Section 4.7.

.3. in-MAS prediction: Trajectory flow pattern clustering

We aim at predicting the travel time of trajectory patterns within an MAS. Different from out-MAS prediction, only temporal
nformation of 4D Trajectory data is not sufficient for a good prediction because of the complex air route network structure,
ggregated high density of traffic volume in the limited and shared airspace, and intersections among various approach and departure
rocedures of multiple airports. To improve the prediction accuracy, a trajectory pattern clustering method is developed to extract
patial information of 4D trajectory data and facilitate the construction of spatio-temporal features.

Each trajectory 𝐅𝑗 is a sequence of waypoints:

𝐅𝑗 =
{

(𝑥𝑗,𝑡, 𝑦𝑗,𝑡, 𝜃𝑗,𝑡), 𝑡 = 1, 2,… , 𝑇
}

, (1)

here 𝑗 is the flight index, 𝑡 is the time index, (𝑥𝑗,𝑡, 𝑦𝑗,𝑡, 𝜃𝑗,𝑡) are the latitude, longitude and heading direction of flight 𝑗 at time
. These trajectories are grouped according to combinations of airports and modes (departure or arrival) in an MAS. In the case
tudy of GHM-GBA, there are 10 groups corresponding to the combinations of 5 airports, {ZGSZ, ZGGG, VHHH, VMMC, ZGSD}
nd 2 operation modes {arrival, departure}. Since different combinations of airport and operation mode implies different trajectory
attern, we can separately conduct trajectory pattern clustering for each combination.
9
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Fig. 5. Illustration of identified turning points.

Before clustering trajectories, a data-driven spatial sampling method, Hybrid Polar Sampling, is developed to standardize
trajectories into formatted trajectory information vectors without relying on user-defined reference points, as shown in Fig. 4. The
hybrid polar sampling mainly includes two parts: uniform polar sampling and turning-point-based polar sampling.

The uniform polar sampling is to sample flight trajectories 𝐅𝑗 defined in (1) with equally spaced concentric rings whose center
is the corresponding flight arrival or departure airport in an MAS. In the case study, the radius of these equally spaced concentric
rings varies from 15 km to 300 km in increments of 15 km and the uniformly sampled points for each flight 𝑗 is the set 𝐑𝑗 below

𝐑𝑗 =
{

(𝑥𝑗,𝑡, 𝑦𝑗,𝑡) ∶
√

(𝑥𝑗,𝑡 − 𝑥𝑎)2 + (𝑦𝑗,𝑡 − 𝑦𝑎)2 ≈ 𝑑, 𝑑 = 15, 30,… , 300
}

, (2)

where (𝑥𝑎, 𝑦𝑎) is the location of the corresponding airport 𝑎. The representativeness using uniform polar sampling is largely
dependent on the sampling frequency. The larger the sampling frequency is, the better the representativeness is, but the higher
the computational complexity is. Uniform polar sampling may miss certain parts of a flight trajectory containing important features
that can differentiate it from others if the sampling frequency is not sufficiently high.

To improve sampling efficiency and effectiveness, the turning-point-based polar sampling is designed to adaptively sample more
frequently in feature-rich areas according to historical trajectory data.

The feature-rich areas generally correspond to the ones where trajectories or curves vary a lot. The area of the air space where
flights fly straight is feature-less, while the one where flights turn is feature-rich. The feature-rich areas, i.e., flight turning areas,
can be determined by clustering turning-point locations. The turning-point locations of flight 𝑗, 𝐓𝑗 , are identified as the ones whose
change of heading direction is greater than 𝛥𝜃, which is set as 15◦ in the case study, i.e.,

𝐓𝑗 = {(𝑥𝑗,𝑡, 𝑦𝑗,𝑡) ∶ 𝜃𝑗,𝑡 − 𝜃𝑗,𝑡−1 > 𝛥𝜃, 𝑡 = 1, 2,… , 𝑇 }.

An example of the collection of turning points in flight trajectories is depicted in Fig. 5. Then, turning point clusters can be
obtained using DBSCAN. Fig. 6(a) is an example of the turning-point clustering result of ZGSZ under arrival mode.

After clustering turning-points, the distance 𝑟𝑘 between the centroid of each cluster 𝑘 and the corresponding airport is calculated.
Flight trajectories 𝐅𝑗 is further sampled by the concentric rings with radius of 𝑟𝑘 for all 𝑘 and the turning-point-based sampled points
is the set 𝐃𝑗 below

𝐃𝑗 =
{

(𝑥𝑗,𝑡, 𝑦𝑗,𝑡) ∶
√

(𝑥𝑗,𝑡 − 𝑥𝑎)2 + (𝑦𝑗,𝑡 − 𝑦𝑎)2 ≈ 𝑟𝑘,∀𝑘
}

. (3)

Based on 𝐑𝑗 in (2) and 𝐃𝑗 in (3), we can construct the formatted trajectory information vector 𝐕𝑗 for each flight 𝑗,

𝐕 =
[

𝐑 , 𝐃 , 𝐄
]

, (4)
10
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Fig. 6. Clustering analysis: Turning-point clustering, trajectory pattern clustering.

where 𝐄𝑗 =
{

(𝑥𝑗,𝑒, 𝑦𝑗,𝑒)
}

is the location of flight 𝑗 entering or exiting an MAS.
We apply DBSCAN to cluster flight trajectories based on their corresponding formatted trajectory information vectors 𝐕𝑗 in (4).

DBSCAN is a very popular clustering method suitable for data sets with noise (Ester et al., 1996), which enables the identification
of significant patterns in the presence of abnormal trajectory profiles. Parameters Minpts and 𝜖 can be tuned by the 𝑘-distance
algorithm (Ester et al., 1996). Moreover, the similarity (distance) between two flight trajectories 𝑖 and 𝑗 is defined as the weighted
L2-norm of the difference between 𝐕𝑖 and 𝐕𝑗 :

‖

‖

‖
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where 𝑤𝑅, 𝑤𝐷, 𝑤𝐸 are the parameters to prioritize the importance of three sets of sampled points in reflecting spatial characteristics
of flight trajectories. The point in 𝐄𝑗 marks the gate information of an MAS, which has the highest priority, i.e. 𝑤𝐸 is the largest.
The points in 𝐃𝑗 corresponding to the points in feature-rich areas are more representative than the ones in 𝐑𝑗 for differentiating
with other flight trajectories, i.e., 𝑤𝐷 > 𝑤𝑅. Fig. 6(b) exhibits an example of identified trajectory patterns for ZGSZ under arrival
mode.

3.4. in-MAS: Spatio-temporal features and MSB-LSTM

In the limited and shared TMA of an MAS, traffic and weather situation along air routes are critical factors impacting travel
time. After clustering trajectory patterns, we can specify more information about those situations for different trajectory patterns
in an MAS. Only those trajectory patterns affect each other if they share same parts of the airspace in an MAS. For the example
in Fig. 7, in which we exhibit ZGSZ arrival trajectory patterns as an example, the trajectory pattern in blue traverses the parts of
airspace highlighted at the top right corner, which are shared with the trajectory pattern in green, in that way the in-MAS travel
time of the two trajectory patterns are correlated. Moreover, if we plot trajectory patterns for other airports in the same figure, we
can conclude that the highlighted area in Fig. 7 will contain more diverse patterns at the same time. This inspires us that effects
to each trajectory pattern from the MAS network-scale can be introduced by traffic flows of flights in the network-level and traffic
flows in the trajectory pattern-level, which are features 𝑐𝑡,𝑙 and 𝑟𝑡,𝑙.

To capture these traffic flow situations and environmental conditions that may affect the flights using trajectory pattern 𝑙, we
construct a multi-variate spatial–temporal feature 𝐼𝑡,𝑙 below for each pattern 𝑙 at each time 𝑡,

𝐼𝑡,𝑙 =
[

𝑐𝑡,𝑙 , 𝑟𝑡,𝑙 , 𝑝𝑡,𝑙 , 𝑤𝑡,𝑙 , 𝑑𝑡
]

,

where

• 𝑐𝑡,𝑙: The total number of flights sharing the airspace inside an MAS with the flights using trajectory pattern 𝑙 during time slot
𝑡;
11
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Fig. 7. Illustration of spatio-temporal features in GHM-GBA.

• 𝑒𝑡,𝑙: The total number of flights using the pattern 𝑙 during time slot 𝑡;
• 𝑟𝑡,𝑙 =

𝑒𝑡,𝑙
𝑐𝑡,𝑙

: The ratio between 𝑒𝑡,𝑙 and 𝑐𝑡,𝑙, which can be regarded as the traffic situation (congestion level) along the air routes
flown by the flights using pattern 𝑙;

• 𝑝𝑡,𝑙: The average travel time of flights using pattern 𝑙 inside an MAS during time slot 𝑡;
• 𝑤𝑡,𝑙: The weather condition at the airport serviced by flights using pattern 𝑙 during time slot 𝑡, measured by its visibility;
• 𝑑𝑡: The day of the week for time slot 𝑡.

To incorporate the historical information, the multi-variate spatio-temporal features in the past 𝑞 time windows,

[𝐼𝑡−𝑞,𝑙 , … , 𝐼𝑡−1,𝑙 , 𝐼𝑡,𝑙],

are all included in the formatted inputs as shown in Fig. 8 and the this time duration 𝑞 can be appropriately selected after
experiments.

Although the multi-variate spatio-temporal features can reflect the unique complexity and vagaries of traffic in an MAS, it is
much harder to extract meaningful information from them and make multi-step-ahead predictions than single-variate inputs. A
powerful and representative learning model, Multi-variate Stacked Fully connected Bidirectional-LSTM (MSB-LSTM), is developed
to facilitate such purpose.

As shown in Fig. 8, a Stacked Bidirectional-LSTM (B-LSTM) is employed to initialize the data processing and facilitate extracting
representative information and meaningful statistics from multi-variate spatio-temporal features [𝐼𝑡−𝑞 ,… , 𝐼𝑡] and embedding them
into high dimensional hidden-state vectors [𝐻𝑡−𝑞 ,… ,𝐻𝑡].

Furthermore, since we aim at predicting medium-term ETA at a flight’s departure time, a multi-step-ahead prediction is required
for in-MAS prediction. Assume if the flight’s out-MAS travel time is predicted as 𝑚 time periods, then 𝑚-step-ahead prediction is
needed for its in-MAS travel time. To further solve the issue of the accumulation of prediction errors and make multi-step-ahead
predictions, a sequence-to-sequence model using encoder–decoder architecture is proposed as shown in Fig. 8. After generating
the high dimensional hidden-state vectors [𝐻𝑡−𝑞 ,… ,𝐻𝑡−1,𝐻𝑡], another LSTM layer is used as the encoder to map them to a single
hidden state 𝑒𝑡. Then, the decoder uses 𝑒𝑡 to generate future information for the incoming 𝑚 time periods. With the help of an
LSTM layer in the decoder, the future hidden sequence is separately processed by using several dense layers, i.e., the 𝑚 parallel
fully connected layers MLP1,MLP2,… ,MLP𝑚. Finally, the travel times of flights using pattern 𝑙 during the incoming 𝑚 intervals,
[𝑝𝑡+1,𝑙 , 𝑝𝑡+2,𝑙 ,… , 𝑝𝑡+𝑚,𝑙], are predicted through the decoder from the hidden-state vector 𝑒𝑡. By using this proposed MSB-LSTM, the
model can make multi-step-ahead predictions of in-MAS travel time for each trajectory pattern.

3.5. Trajectory pattern flow prediction and medium-term ETA

The proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism enables the decomposition of medium-term ETA prediction into two sub-tasks, out-MAS and
in-MAS prediction. There is still a missing component for integrating out-MAS and in-MAS prediction. From above, in-MAS prediction
12
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Fig. 8. The model of MSB-LSTM for in-MAS prediction.

can make multi-step-ahead predictions of travel times within an MAS if flight trajectory pattern is given. However, the trajectory
pattern that a flight may fly is not exactly known when the flight departs. Thus, the component of trajectory pattern prediction is
needed for such integration.

To realize trajectory pattern prediction, the random forest is employed using [𝑐𝑡−𝑞,𝑙 ,… , 𝑐𝑡,𝑙] and [𝑤𝑡,𝑙 ,… , 𝑤𝑡−𝑞,𝑙] for all relevant
trajectory patterns 𝑙 as inputs to obtain the probability distribution of the trajectory pattern that the flight may fly when entering the
MAS, which facilitates the calculation of the expected travel time within the MAS. Finally, the medium-term ETA can be obtained
by summating predicted out-MAS travel time and expected in-MAS travel time.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Data set

In this work, since we consider the shared TMAs in GHM-GBA as a whole, we cropped and kept only the spatially nearby airports’
interacted region parts. For each airport in GHM-GBA, to guarantee cropped 4D trajectories consisting of the decent stage of the
flight as much as possible, we approximately use a circle with 300 km as the radius to cover the airport’s TMA. Then, interacted
circular regions as the shared TMAs are defined as the rectangle region, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Three points are used to define in-MAS:
(1) the right upper corner with the coordination (25.5◦𝑁, 116.6◦𝐸); (2) the left lower corner with the coordination (20◦𝑁, 111◦𝐸).

The top eight OD pairs with the heaviest traffic throughput destined to the airports in GHM-GBA in July 2019, as shown in
ig. 9, are collected as the case study in this work, i.e., 785 flights of ZBAA to ZGGG, 1145 flights of ZSSS to ZGGG, 682 flights of
UUU to ZGGG, 493 flights of ZSHC to ZGSZ, 574 flights ZBAA to ZGSZ, 723 flights ZSSS to ZGSZ, 815 flights of ZSPD to VHHH,
13
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Fig. 9. Traffic accounts of three major airports in GHM-GBA.

Table 5
Performance of out-MAS prediction for 8 OD pairs.
Departure airport Arrival airport MAE (min) RMSE (min)

ZBAA VHHH 2.53 3.17
ZBAA ZGGG 3.33 4.40
ZBAA ZGSZ 3.51 4.31
ZSPD VHHH 2.70 3.29
ZSSS ZGGG 1.56 2.22
ZSSS ZGSZ 3.08 3.94
ZUUU ZGGG 2.31 3.17
ZSHC ZGSZ 2.70 3.56

from and arriving at the five airports in GHM-GBA and weather reports of these airports and their surrounding areas in July 2019
are collected and shared via a worldwide network of ADS-B receivers operated by FlightAware. There are 19 651 flights of ZGSZ,
33 801 flights of ZGGG, 30 085 flights of VHHH, 4627 flights of VMMC, and 5789 flights of ZGSD. Each 4D flight trajectory is saved
as a CSV file, including general information about the flight, i.e., timestamp, location, course, and speed in kts and mph. In this case,
we mainly focus on spatial information of the flight from 4D trajectory data, so timestamp, latitude, longitude, and altitude in feet
are information selected. From FlightAware, ADS-B data has various response frequencies, which means different flight segments
may have different numbers of ADS-B data points. However, in this study, because we sample the trajectory from a spatial aspect
without temporal information, the different response frequency of ADS-B does not impact the sampling result.

4.2. Experimental setup

The GHM-GBA is a typical MAS containing five airports, ZGSZ, ZGGG, VHHH, VMMC and ZGSD. A case study of GHM-GBA
is conducted here to test the performance of the proposed method. Since ZGGG, ZGSZ and VHHH are the most complex and
busy airports due to their geographic locations and ten-million-level throughput, we run experiments on these three airports to
demonstrate the performance. All experiments are executed on the Linux cluster (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2699 v4 @ 2.20 GHz,
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GeForce RTX 2080 Ti). In the following experiments, the performance of the proposed prediction model is
evaluated by Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) and Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE),

MAE = 1
𝑛

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖|, RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1
𝑛

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2,

where 𝑛 is the total number of test cases, 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are the predicted value and true value of the 𝑖th case respectively.
The Proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ Mechanism: ARIMA model is used for the out-MAS prediction. For each OD pair in our data set, the

time lag order p, the differencing order d, and time lags of moving average q are decided by using ‘‘auto_arima’’ function in Python
Libraries. During the training process, we continually change the training set with the fixed length of the time window, i.e., 168
steps in this case, and rolling predict on three steps. For the in-MAS prediction, MSB-LSTM is proposed to make a sequence to
sequence predictions. Two layers of Bidirectional LSTM with 32 units are used first. We also stack a regular LSTM with 128 units
after Bi-LSTM. Then, stacked fully connected layers are added. Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of 0.001. Finally, we
train the model by minimizing the mean absolute error for 300 epochs with 64 batch sizes.

4.3. out-MAS prediction

The data set of the month (July 2019) was used here. Each day(twenty-four hour) is divided into 48 slots identically, each of
which is 30 min. 𝑥𝑡 represents the average out-MAS travel time for flights which serve the same OD pair and depart in the 𝑡th time
segment.
14
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Fig. 10. Turning points clustering results for airports in GHM-GBA.

Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test was performed to check the stationarity of the time series {𝑥𝑡}. Since the original time
series {𝑥𝑡} is non-stationary by the ADF test, to apply the ARIMA(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞) model, the suitable parameters of (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞) was carefully
selected. For each group of the time series, ADF test, the time plot and the sample ACF of the time series are performed to select the
corresponding degree of differencing. Multi-difference may be required unless the differenced data is stationary. After the degree
of differencing, 𝑑, is chosen, the plots of the sample ACF and PACF are used to choose the other two parameters: p, the order of
the autoregressive model, and 𝑞, the order of the moving average model. After selecting the parameters of 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞, the ARIMA(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)
model is trained and used to predict travel time of the flight in the out-MAS stage. The performance of the out-MAS prediction is
shown in Table 5.

4.4. in-MAS trajectory flow pattern clustering

The data-driven hybrid polar sampling is implemented to construct formatted trajectory information vectors 𝐕𝑗 in (4), in which
turning points are clustered for each combination of airport and operation mode as shown in Fig. 10. Then, trajectory patterns are
identified by applying DBSCAN for the three major airports with ten-million-level throughput in GHM-GBA as shown in Fig. 11.

4.5. Comparative experiments: Trajectory sampling and clustering analysis

We provide configurations of the comparative sampling methods with two commonly used baselines in trajectory pattern study,
including grid-based sampling method, and uniform concentric circle sampling method (Wang et al., 2017, 2018; Ma et al., 2022).
At the end, we discuss potential shortcomings compared with the proposed hybrid polar sampling method with figures in detail.

We use the sampling method to provide information on the spatial shape in flight trajectories to clustering algorithms. Therefore,
to ensure the difference among trajectories can be computed, the sampling method should first guarantee the same dimension for
15
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Fig. 11. Trajectory clustering results for airports in GHM-GBA.

each trajectory. Then, sampling methods that contain fewer samples with more rich information are better. For the flight entering
MAS or TMAs, we sample the flight from three major aspects in the hybrid polar sampling method, i.e., where it is from, where it
makes turns, and the regular path information.

Except entry and landing locations used in previous work, our method is the first to consider flight behaviors in trajectory
sampling and clustering, as shown in Table 3. Using the point merge system as the special case, the proposed hybrid polar sampling
can be clearly distinguished from other methods used in prior research.

The point merge system in EUROCONTROL is based on a specific P-RNAV route structure, including the merge point and the
sequencing legs equidistant from this point. In the proposed hybrid polar sampling method, one of the critical reasons we provide
turning-point clustering as the information of where flights possibly make turns is to identify regions of the merge point and the
corresponding turning locations for each sequencing leg in the point merge system. If the point merge system is used, even though
we cannot precisely sample turning points of sequencing legs to the same merging point, the turning-point clustering limits those
points in the fixed region, as shown in Fig. 10(c). As the main drawback in previous research (Ma et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2017,
2018, 2020b; Hong and Lee, 2015), the temporal sampling method (Hong and Lee, 2015) and the spatial sampling method (Ma
et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2017, 2018, 2020b) without considering flight behaviors are inappropriate to this case.

Second, to clearly illustrate the advantages of the proposed hybrid polar sampling, we provide comparative experiments of
sampling methods with corresponding clustering results. Flights to ZGSZ in July 2019 are used as the dataset in this study. We
randomly select eight flight trajectories as samples to illustrate how different sampling methods work.

We exhibit configurations of different sampling methods as follows:

• Grid-based sampling method

– We discretize the defined TMAs in this study to 64 grids. As shown in Fig. 12(a), each flight is separated into connected
segments. We collect points that cross the grid as samples of this 4D trajectory.

• Uniform concentric circle sampling method
16
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Fig. 12. Comparative sampling results.

– To compare with the proposed hybrid polar sampling method, we limit the number of samples in each flight trajectory.
In this case, As shown in Fig. 12(b), points in the flight are sampled uniformly using 12 concentric circles.

• The proposed hybrid polar sampling method

– The proposed hybrid polar sampling method samples 12 points in total from the flight trajectory, including one entering
location, six turning-point samplings, and five concentric circles sampling.

4.5.1. Grid-based sampling method
As we mentioned, the priority that the sampling method should guarantee is to provide the same dimension to sampled flights;

otherwise, the clustering algorithm cannot compute distance among samples. However, as shown in Fig. 12(a), without data
interpolations, the grid-based sampling method cannot guarantee dimensions after sampling because flights pass through different
amounts of grids. Moreover, the grid-based sampling trades points of the flight same, which means it has a high probability of
17
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Fig. 13. Comparative clustering analysis.

4.5.2. Uniform concentric circle sampling method
Compared with the proposed sampling method, even though the uniform sampling method uses the same number of samples for

flights, it treats all points in the flight the same, regardless of whether they are turning points. In this case, this uniform concentric
circle sampling method cannot identify where flights make turns, which is however an important information regarding flight
behaviors. In contrast, in the proposed hybrid polar sampling method, we first conduct turning-point clustering to identify the
regions where flights to the same airport more likely make turns, which faciliates more sampling in turning areas to better capture
flight behavior information. Therefore, comparing Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), by using the proposed method that samples points from the
three defined aspects, we can more accurately and specifically identify clusters to represent different flight behaviors. For instance,
for flights from the west to ZGSZ, the proposed hybrid polar sampling classifies two clusters to reflect the importance of entry point
and turning points in characterizing flight behavior.

4.5.3. The proposed hybrid polar sampling method
In the proposed hybrid polar sampling method, we sample the flight from three different information, i.e., where it is from, where

the flight possibly turns, and the regular path information. Therefore, we can provide a weighted sampling vector to represent the
flight.

In Fig. 12(c), each sampled flight contains information on entering location, possible turning locations of flights to the same
airport, and regular path information. Therefore, if two flights are from the same entry, and turning sampling points are closed, the
computed distance in the clustering algorithm will be small. Since the hybrid polar sampling method provides the weighted features
to DBSCAN, more accurate trajectory flow patterns are clustered in Fig. 13(b).

4.6. Trajectory flow pattern prediction

We apply Random Forest (RF) to obtain the probability of trajectory patterns that a flight may fly inside an MAS accordingly
for each OD pair. To fully use the constructed feature of each cluster in the in-MAS prediction model, the RF model can reuse the
same information to classify the flight pattern from clustered trajectory flow patterns. In the prediction work of Omar and Hasanen,
they claimed significant characteristics of RF as the major powerful algorithms, including abilities on dealing with high dimensional
data, difficult correlations, and interactions (Madeeh and Abdullah, 2021). In our problem, the feature matrix we constructed in
the in-MAS has various correlations among each feature, for instance, the weather condition and time-dependent numbers of flights
in the airspace. Moreover, features that are provided to RF model are collected from in-MAS prediction model that at least contain
information of two clusters, which means the feature matrix has high dimensions, i.e., [𝑐𝑡−𝑞,𝑙 ,… , 𝑐𝑡,𝑙] and [𝑤𝑡,𝑙 ,… , 𝑤𝑡−𝑞,𝑙] for all
relevant trajectory patterns 𝑙 in 𝑞 time steps as inputs. Furthermore, to deal with the class imbalance issue commonly encountered
in the multi-class classification problem, we use the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC) to
adjust the classification model. The implicit goal of AUC is to deal with situations with a skewed sample distribution, and to avoid
over-fit for one particular class, i.e., the higher the AUC is, the better ability the model has in classifying samples into different
classes. For example, for flights from Beijing to Guangzhou, there are two possible trajectory patterns as identified in the clustering
analysis. As shown in Fig. 14, the score of AUC for the OD pair from Beijing to Guangzhou is 0.84, which demonstrates that the
classification model has a good ability to predict the two patterns using historical traffic information during the intervals.
18
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Fig. 14. ROC-AUC Plot: Flights from ZBAA to ZGGG.

Table 6
Performance of in-MAS prediction for trajectory patterns.
Trajectory patterns Step 1: 0-1 h Prediction Step 2: 1-2 h Prediction

Entering gate Arrival airport MAE (min) RMSE (min) MAE (min) RMSE (min)

East9 ZGSZ 2.21 3.05 4.34 5.17
East55 ZGSZ 1.34 3.13 2.79 4.06
North0 ZGSZ 2.42 3.67 2.72 4.08
Northwest3 ZGSG 3.80 5.58 4.56 6.38
Northeast2 ZGGG 3.39 5.14 3.97 6.23
Northeast7 ZGGG 4.19 7.06 6.78 8.34
Northeast8 ZGGG 1.40 3.67 1.98 4.18
Northeast9 ZGGG 2.15 5.21 3.09 6.11
West5 ZGGG 3.02 4.41 3.90 5.84
East1 VHHH 3.66 5.63 5.48 6.34
East5 VHHH 4.87 7.17 6.12 8.69
North7 VHHH 5.98 8.12 7.02 9.04

4.7. in-MAS prediction

To realize in-MAS prediction, the MSB-LSTM is conducted using spatio-temporal features as inputs, which are constructed based
on trajectory pattern clustering. Each day (24 h) was divided into 24 segments identically. The length of time windows 𝑞 in inputs is
set as 3 and time steps 𝑚 in outputs are set as 2 for the proposed sequence-to-sequence prediction model. Namely, MSB-LSTM receives
spatio-temporal information from air traffic networks in GHM-GBA during the past 4 h [𝐼𝑡−3, 𝐼𝑡−2, 𝐼𝑡−1, 𝐼𝑡] to make the multi-step
prediction of average travel time of the trajectory pattern 𝑙, [𝑝𝑡+1,𝑙 , 𝑝𝑡+2,𝑙].

As shown in Table 6, the MSB-LSTM can well predict the in-MAS travel time for all trajectory patterns relevant to medium-term
ETA prediction in terms of MAE and RMSE. Each trajectory pattern 𝑙 is labeled as the pair of entering gate and destination airport,
such as ‘‘From North0 to ZGSZ’’, ‘‘From Northwest2 to ZGGG’’, ‘‘From East5 to VHHH’’, i.e., the three trajectory patterns shown in
Fig. 15 (The entering gate of each trajectory pattern is named after the geographic location where the flights of the corresponding
trajectory pattern enter GHM-GBA, such as ‘‘East9’’, ‘‘East55’’, ‘‘North0’’, ‘‘Northwest3’’, ‘‘Northeast2’’, ‘‘Northeast7’’, ‘‘Northeast8’’,
‘‘Northeast9’’, ‘‘West5’’, ‘‘East1’’, ‘‘East5’’ and ‘‘North7’’). In this case study, 2 hour-steps prediction enable the flight to select the
corresponding predicted travel time based on results from trajectory pattern prediction and arrival time at the margin of GHM-GBA
by in-MAS prediction. The detailed prediction results of those trajectory patterns are demonstrated in Fig. 15, in which the tendency
and seasonality in the real cases can be closely captured by the predicted values for both the cases with regular daily patterns, such
as ‘‘From North0 to ZGSZ’’ and ‘‘Northeast2 to ZGGG’’, shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b), and the cases with irregular daily patterns,
such as ‘‘East5 to VHHH’’, shown in Fig. 15(c). To verify the performance of the proposed prediction model, we provide prediction
plots of all trajectory patterns in Appendix.

4.8. Baselines

In this study, we compare the proposed prediction framework with four baseline models, i.e., ARIMA, SVR, XGboost Regressor,
and Bi-LSTM. For ARIMA and SVR, only temporal information of travel time of OD pairs is converted to inputs. For Bi-LSTM and
XGBoost Regressor, traffic information of the OD pair and temporal information of travel time are converted to inputs without
information and analysis of the in-MAS in detail. Benchmarks demonstrate the performance of the proposed framework from the
constructed spatio-temporal features and the effect of the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism.
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Fig. 15. Examples of Step 1 prediction: Exhibition of in-MAS travel time prediction of trajectory patterns.

• ARIMA

– As one of the most used time series prediction models, three parameters have to be defined. For each OD pair in
our dataset, the time lag order 𝑝, the differencing order 𝑑, and time lags of moving average 𝑞 are decided by using
‘‘auto_arima’’ function in Python Libraries. In addition, we also use Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to verify
parameters selected by ‘‘auto_arima’’. To guarantee the fairness of comparison and the dynamic training process of
ARIMA, we continually change the training set with the fixed length of the time window, i.e., 168 steps in this case,
and rolling predict on three steps.

• SVR

– Comparing with traditional regression models, SVR has tolerated deviation 𝜖 in the loss calculation. Two parameters,
i.e., the penalty tern 𝐶 0.1 and the deviation 𝜖 0.1, with the linear kernel are selected. The tested regions of the penalty
tern 𝐶 and the deviation 𝜖 is from 0.1 to 0.5 with step 0.05.

• XGBoost Regressor

– As the supervised learning model, we provide the same inputs with the benchmark Bi-LSTM. 𝑛_𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is selected as
1000 from the region of 500 to 1500 with step 100, and others use default tuning parameters.

• Bi-LSTM

– In this model, we use the grid search hyper-parameters tuning algorithm on the training. Units’ regions in Bi-LSTM and
LSTM are provided as [16, 32, 64, 128]. In addition, we set up the learning rate in this test as [1𝑒− 4, 5𝑒− 4, 1𝑒− 3, 5𝑒− 3].
Specifically, Bi-LSTM contains two layers of LSTM with opposite recurrent directions. Each layer contains 64 units. We
also stack a regular LSTM with 128 units after Bi-LSTM. Then, stacked fully connected layers are added. Adam optimizer
is used with a learning rate of 0.001. We train the model by minimizing the mean absolute error for 300 epochs with
64 batch sizes.

4.9. Experimental comparison and the case study: Prediction of medium-term ETA for eight OD pairs

The case study of medium-term ETA prediction is conducted for the 8 busiest OD pairs destined for the major airports in GHM-
GBA to demonstrate the performance of the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, in which out-MAS prediction and in-MAS prediction are separately
carried out and integrated afterward. For the example of ZBAA to ZGSZ, out-MAS prediction takes flight departure times at ZBAA
and historical travel time in the past 2 h as inputs of ARIMA to predict the corresponding travel time of the segment, which is
the air route to the margin of GHM-GBA. In this case, the departure time of the flight at ZBAA stands for the current time slot 𝑡,
and in-MAS prediction constructs spatio-temporal features, [𝐼𝑡−3, 𝐼𝑡−2, 𝐼𝑡−1, 𝐼𝑡] as inputs to make multi-step-ahead prediction through
MSB-LSTM for possible trajectory patterns selected by historical flights serving ZBAA to ZGSZ. Trajectory pattern prediction uses the
result from out-MAS prediction to indicate the probability distribution for clustered trajectory patterns of the OD pair at the time
when the flight enters the shared TMAs. After that, the weighted travel time of the flight is carried out by in-MAS predictions and
the clustered patterns’ probability distribution in the trajectory pattern prediction. Finally, with results from three main components
in the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, the medium-term ETA of the flight can be represented by accumulating prediction results together.

We compare the performance of the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism versus commonly used baselines, including Bi-LSTM, XGboost
Regressor, ARIMA, and SVR, shown in Table 7. Temporal information about OD pairs’ travel time provides features to ARIMA and
SVR. For Bi-LSTM and XGboost Regressor, features of the OD pair include the number of flights as traffic information and the
corresponding temporal information of the travel time.

As shown in Table 7, for the first type of comparison, the MAE of the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism is 20% to 50% better
than the ARIMA and SVR. Using the history of travel time, ARIMA and SVR are the worst baselines compared with others. Only
20
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Table 7
Performance experimental comparison of different methods : Prediction of medium-term ETA.

OD Pairs The ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism Bi-LSTM XGboost regressor ARIMA SVR

Origin Destination RMSE (min) MAE (min) RMSE (min) MAE (min) RMSE (min) MAE (min) RMSE (min) MAE (min) RMSE (min) MAE (min)

ZBAA ZGSZ 6.17 4.70 9.09 6.29 8.12 5.60 10.21 8.37 9.77 6.72
ZSHC ZGSZ 4.19 3.32 5.82 4.41 6.72 5.31 7.03 5.79 8.34 6.12
ZSSS ZGSZ 5.80 4.55 6.72 5.54 6.30 5.04 8.37 6.77 7.12 5.83
ZBAA ZGGG 8.07 6.60 10.45 7.51 12.55 10.10 14.32 12.44 13.74 10.82
ZSSS ZGGG 7.99 6.51 9.57 7.21 10.34 9.12 11.33 8.45 12.11 8.13
ZUUU ZGGG 6.09 4.65 7.98 6.09 6.33 5.23 11.02 7.67 9.37 6.17
ZBAA VHHH 10.12 8.18 15.03 11.23 14.31 12.36 17.05 15.77 15.83 13.22
ZSPD VHHH 7.55 5.76 13.05 10.24 11.75 8.92 15.07 12.21 14.12 11.34

Table 8
Comparative experiments: Effects of the MAS in The ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism.
OD Pairs The ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism The ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism

without MAS analysis

Origin Destination RMSE (min) MAE (min) RMSE (min) MAE (min)

ZBAA ZGGG 8.07 6.60 10.12 7.44
ZBAA ZGSZ 6.17 4.70 7.67 5.12
ZBAA VHHH 10.12 8.18 13.12 9.83

the historical end-to-end travel time (temporal information) utilized in the two baseline methods is insufficient to produce a good
ETA prediction. For the second type of comparison, the proposed framework is 10% to 40% better than the Bi-LSTM and XGboost
Regressor. Compared with the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, there is no spatial information behind air traffic networks from the
in-MAS analysis. Therefore, the effect of high travel time variance at MAS and dynamic trajectory patterns in the shared TMAs
cannot be reflected by features in Bi-LSTM and XGboost Regressor. Namely, the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism can help focus on
the complexities of the in-MAS stage and capture MAS’s spatial and temporal characteristics to make a better prediction.

From the comparative experiments in Table 7, the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism demonstrates the importance of spatial
nformation behind the shared TMAs of GHM-GBA. To further analyze and verify how the MAS affects prediction problems using
he proposed framework, we simulate three tested OD pairs in this study as the single airport case by ignoring effects from MAS.
n Table 8, we provide a comparative experiment based on the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism without MAS analysis.

In the proposed 𝐼𝑡,𝑙, 𝑐𝑡,𝑙 and 𝑟𝑡,𝑙 are features related to traffic conditions of the entire MAS. Therefore, we ignore those two
eatures and use ZBAA to ZGSZ, ZGGG, and VHHH as case studies under the simulated single airport case. To keep fairness, we use
he same configuration of prediction neural networks in the in-MAS prediction. As shown in Table 8, since we try to ignore effects
rom MAS which is simulated as the single airport system, prediction results of the ‘‘Bubble’’ Mechanism without MAS Analysis
s worse than the proposed method, but they are still better than other baselines in Table 7 because of spatial information in the
roposed ‘‘Bubble’’. For this comparative experiment, compared with others only considering OD pairs, the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism
ithout MAS analysis demonstrates the importance of the ‘‘Bubble’’ and the effects of spatial dependencies of the shared TMAs.
oreover, Compared with the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, the predicted results of three tested OD pairs without features of

eighbor airports and the MAS reduce performance of MAE from around 8% to 16%.
The prediction error distributions of the 8 busiest OD pairs are depicted in Fig. 16 using box-plot, and histograms in Appendix A.3.

he majority of cases have prediction errors of almost less than 10 min, and 15 min is usually used as the threshold to determine
hether a flight is delayed by CAAC in China and FAA in US. To look more closely at the prediction errors, we provide VHHH
s an example to exhibit the detailed prediction values in Fig. 17. It further demonstrates the proposed ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism can
apture the tendency and seasonality of travel times in each OD pair when predicting medium-term ETA. To verify prediction results,
rediction plots of other 6 OD pairs are exhibited in Appendix.

. Conclusion

Flight ETA prediction is a challenging task for a multi-airport system like GHM-GBA containing five major airports that are closely
ocated and tightly coupled with each other through shared and limited TMA. It becomes even harder when dealing with the medium
orizon. In this paper, a ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism is developed to efficiently and effectively make medium-term ETA prediction in an
AS.

Through the ‘‘Bubble’’ mechanism, the medium-term ETA prediction can be decomposed into two sub-tasks: out-MAS prediction
nd in-MAS prediction. The out-MAS prediction is realized by the ARIMA model because of relatively regular en-route traffic
onditions. The in-MAS prediction can focus on dealing with the complex network structure and vagaries of traffic conditions within
n MAS. A novel spatio-temporal feature vector is constructed based on trajectory pattern classification with the help of a data-driven
ybrid polar sampling, which is developed to efficiently and effectively capture the spatial and temporal characteristics of flight
rajectories. A sequence-to-sequence prediction model, MSB-LSTM, is further developed to make multi-step-ahead predictions of
21
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Fig. 16. Box-plots: Medium-term ETA of airports in GHM-GBA.

Fig. 17. VHHH as examples: Exhibition of medium-term ETA prediction.

pattern prediction to predict medium-term ETA. A case study of GHM-GBA, a typical MAS in China, is conducted to demonstrate
the usage and promising performance of our proposed method in comparison to four popular baseline methods, which can facilitate
improving traffic flow management.

We will study the flight delay propagation scheme for an MAS and accordingly construct a discrete event simulation platform.
A hybrid model will be developed based on the simulation platform and the proposed learning model to further improve prediction
accuracy. Furthermore, since a promising prediction model enables a good model predictive control, we consider developing a
trajectory planning method with the help of the hybrid model for enhancing the air traffic management for an MAS.
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Appendix

A.1. Plots of in-MAS travel time prediction of trajectory patterns

See Fig. 18.

Fig. 18. Prediction in-MAS travel times of trajectory patterns.
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Fig. 19. medium-term ETA prediction for 8 OD pairs.
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Fig. 20. Histograms: medium-term ETA prediction for 8 OD pairs.
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See Fig. 19.
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